Beefsteak Tomatoes
Beefsteak: Also known as Red Ponderosa or Crimson Cushion.
Produces huge, delicious, ribbed fruit on vigorous vines. Grow in
wire cages for best results. Indeterminate. 96 days.

Big Beef: Nice combination of size, taste, and earliness.
Large, avg. 10-12 oz., mostly blemish-free, globe-shaped red fruit.
They have full flavor - among the best - and ripen early for their
size. Broad disease tolerance. AAS winner. Indeterminate

Black from Tula:Russian heirloom imported by SSE and
offered to members in 1996. Made available commercially by
SSE as part of the Russian Collection in 1998. Described by one
SSE member as “the ugliest, most delicious tomato I’ve ever
grown.” Good yields of brownish-red slightly flattened globes
weighing up to 14 ounces. Rich full flavor, great for slicing and
canning. Indeterminate
Brandywine OTV: OTV Brandywine is a strain of Brandywine that came
from a natural cross between Yellow Brandywine and an unknown red
tomato. 'OTV' stands for 'Off the Vine,' an heirloom tomato newsletter once
published by Carolyn Male and Craig LeHoullier. These tomatoes are red,
foliage is potato-leaved, and yield is often greater than that of regular
Brandywine, especially since OTV Brandywine sets fruit more easily in warm
weather. Fruit weighs about 1 lb. and its flavor is delicious, the perfect blend of sugars
and acids. Indeterminate. 85 days.
Brandywine, Pink: ((Sudduth’s Strain) (Solanum lycopersicum)
(aka Pink Brandywine) This strain was obtained by tomato collector
Ben Quisenberry of Big Tomato Gardens in 1980 from Dorris
Sudduth Hill whose family grew it for over 100 years. Large pink
beefsteak fruits to 2 pounds. Incredibly rich, delightfully intense
tomato flavor. Indeterminate

Yellow Brandywine, Platfoot Strain: This special strain of
Yellow Brandywine comes from seed saved by Gary Platfoot of
Ohio, who felt that it had special attributes that were only adding
to an already wonderful variety. The main improvements of this
strain are increased productivity and a smoother shape than
regular Yellow Brandywine. Otherwise, Platfoot strain offers the
same incredibly rich and delicious flavor in deep golden-yellow
tomatoes that weigh from 1 to 2 lbs. Tall vines have potato-leaved foliage.
Indeterminate.
True Black Brandywine (Pre 1920)
Originated with William Woys Weaver of Pennsylvania who claimed
that his grandfather obtained seed from breeder Dr. Harold E.
Martin in the late 1920s. The dark purplish black fruit are 8-12 oz
and have a very nice flavor. Indeterminate, potato leaf foliage. (85
days from transplant)
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Cherokee Purple: Introduced by North Carolina SSE
member Craig LeHoullier in 1991 from seed obtained from J. D.
Green of Tennessee. Uniquely colored dusty rosebrown fruits
weigh up to 12 ounces. Delicious sweet flesh. Indeterminate
	
  
Cherokee Chocolate: A stabilized version of Cherokee Purple, this
10 to 16 oz. mahogany-colored variety has excellent flavor and
beautiful large fruit. Very productive plants are vigorous and yield a
large harvest of these chocolate-colored tomatoes with the ample
size and wonderful flavor associated with Cherokee Purple.
Indeterminate	
  
Items
Costoluto Genovese:
Italian, heat-loving, heirloom tomato that has been enjoyed
for many generations along the Mediterranean. Large,
deep-red fruits have a singularly fluted profile, are deeply
ridged, and heavily lobed. Meaty, full-flavored, slightly tart,
and delicious. Because of its scalloped edges, perfect for
use in an arrangement of different colored sliced tomatoes.
Makes a rich and pungent pasta sauce. Indeterminate
	
  
	
  

Cherokee Green: Yet another wonderful variation of Cherokee
Purple, this one features green-fleshed fruit blushed with amber at
the blossom end. Medium to large, 8 to 12 oz. tomatoes have a
remarkable flavor that is complex and delicious in the way that
Cherokee Purple and Cherokee Chocolate are. Combined with
great productivity and a good measure of disease tolerance,
Cherokee Green offers luscious tomatoes considered by many as
the best tasting green-colored fruits. Indeterminate. 75 days.

Grandfather Martino:“Grandfather Martino seeds were
sent to me in 2009 to include in our TomatoFest
trials. We have grown this tomato for the past several
years and have found it wonderful red/pink, 1-2 lb,
lobed beefsteak tomato….Give this tomato a try and
you will want to grow it every year.” (description from
TomatoFest)
Marvel Stripe: Beefsteak originally from Oaxaca, Mexico.
Largest of the bi-colored tomatoes. May get over 4-inches
and 2 pounds. Sweet, mild fruity. Reliably produces large,
unblemished tomatoes every year for us.

Lemon Boy VFN Hybrid The first lemon yellow, not
golden, tomato variety, and still one of the best. Extremely
vigorous plants produce large harvests of attractive fruit
that weighs 8 ozs. or more. Flavor is outstanding, mild and
sweet yet tangy and definitely not bland. This one is easy
to grow Indeterminate. 72 days.
German Johnson: Excellent flavor. Deep pink tomatoes
are earlier, more uniform, and slightly smaller than
Brandywine at 8-16 oz. Fruits have lots of deep, acidic
tomato flavor and a rich, creamy texture. There are two
strains of this variety; this is the regular-leaved strain,
which is earlier and more productive than the potato
leaved strain. Indeterminate.

Gregori's Altai: Siberian variety that originated in the
Altai Mountains on the Chinese border. Tall plants are
heavy producers of 8 to 12 oz. pink-red beefsteak
tomatoes. The flavor is sweet yet acid and just delicious,
with harvests continuing over an incredibly long season.
Indeterminate. 67 days.
Gold Medal Introduced as Ruby Gold by John Lewis Childs
of Floral Park, New York, in his 1921 catalog. Ben
Quisenberry renamed it Gold Medal and listed it in his 1976
catalog: “The sweetest tomato you ever tasted. The yellow
with streaks of red makes them very attractive and a
gourmet’s joy when sliced.” Our finest bi-colored tomato—
orange-yellow splashed with tomato pink. Winner of the
2008 SSE Tomato Tasting.
Golden Jubilee: Heirloom. First introduced in 1943 as an
All-America Selection, Jubilee bears large tomatoes with
very meaty, thick-walled interiors and mild flavor. The
globe-shaped, golden-orange fruit is similar to Sunray. Has
meaty, thick walls and few seeds. High yielding.
indeterminate
Orange Minsk Delicious large orange beefsteak, fast to
ripen and a very heavy producer. The tomatoes are a
lovely pale orange color and weigh at least 12 ozs. and up
to 2 lbs. with a truly wonderful flavor. Seed came to this
country from tomatoes bought at a farmers' market in
Minsk, Belarus. Indeterminate. 70 to 80 days.

Pantano Romanesco: Italian heirloom tomatoes are deep
red and scalloped with meaty interiors bursting with
wonderful, rich tomato flavor. Expect a great production
from these vigorous plants, with plenty of delicious 8 to 12
ounce fruit. Indeterminate. 80 days.

Paul Robeson:90 days. This famous tomato has
almost a cult following among seed collectors and
tomato connoisseurs. They simply cannot get enough
of this variety's amazing flavor that is so distinctive,
sweet and smokey. 7-10 oz. fruit are a black-brick
color. Named in honor of the famous opera singer star
of 'King Solomon's Mines', 1937. Paul Robeson was an
equal rights advocate who stood up the the infamous McCarthy committee in
the 1950's and had his career nearly destroyed as a result. He was idolized
in Russia as well as all around the world. This Russian heirloom was lovingly
named in his honor. We are proud to offer such a wond=erful variety.
Rose:Deep pink and smoother than Brandywine, Rose is
every bit as meaty and flavorful. Fruits weigh 10+ oz.
Good yielding

Slicer and Salad Tomatoes
Black Krim: Dark brown-red tomatoes are large, 10 to 12 ozs., and
very richly flavored with just a hint of saltiness. Color is darker in hot
weather, and fruit seems to set well even in the heat. Prone to
cracking, but a very heavy producer. Heirloom from the Black Sea of
Russia. Indeterminate. 75-90 days.
Box Car Willie: Indeterminate
A tomato named for the famed Grand Ole Opry singer Boxcar
Willie. The flesh is rich, sweet and well balanced.
Uniform shape and color. Very good producer.
Excellent for fresh eating, canning, juice or sauce.

Bradley:A disease resistant variety released in 1961 by Dr. Joe
McFerran of the University of Arkansas. Compact, bushy, semideterminate, regular-leaf, tomato plants with heavy foliage that
yield copious amounts of 7 to10-ounce. dark-pink tomatoes with a
wonderfully, delicious sweetness that is well balanced with just
enough acidity to give you that old-fashioned big tomato flavor you
love so much. Tomatoes ripen at the same time making it a great
variety for canning and freezing. Fusarium wilt resistant.
Celebrity: Long-popular variety with good flavor.
Medium-large, 7-8 oz., flavorful, globe-shaped, firm red fruits ripen
midseason. Widely adapted. AAS winner. Vigorous determinate.

Cosmonaut Volkov Red:75 days. A smooth and attractive,
medium-large red tomato that has a full, rich flavor. The
productive vines yield well even in hot weather; perfect for
canning or slicing. This variety is from Dniepropetrousk, Ukraine,
and was named after the first Russian Cosmonaut.
Dagma’s Perfection:A vigorous and abundant producer of
medium-sized (8- 12 oz.), slightly flattened, pale-yellow fruits with
delicate, light red striping. Deliciously flavorful with overtones of
tropical fruit and subtle hints of lime.

Glacier: 55 days. Semi-determinate. Loads of round, 2-3-inch, red to
slightly orange fruit are produced on compact, potato-leafed plants to 3
feet tall. Use in salads or in colorful tomato salads! Excellent flavor for an
early-season type. Reliable in cooler-season climates, setting fruit all
summer long.

Green Zebra:75 days. Beautiful chartreuse with deep limegreen stripes, very attractive. Flesh is bright green and very rich
tasting, sweet with a sharp bite to it (just too good to describe!).
A favorite tomato of many high class chefs, specialty markets,
and home gardeners. Yield is excellent. The most striking
tomato in our catalog, a real beauty. Around 3 ounces
Indigo Apple:75 days. Immature fruits show deep purple, almost black
coloration, which is caused by high anthocyanin (an anti-oxidant). The 2to 4-ounce, cherry-type fruit turn red when ripe, have a good, complex yet
sweet tomato flavor. A descendant of the famed OSU Blue Fruit tomato.
The pendant clusters of immature black fruit present a striking appearance
in the garden! Resists sun-scald and cracking, lasting long into cool
autumn weather when others have quit. Shows disease tolerance and
great shelf-life.
Japanese Black Trifele: 80-90 days. Attractive tomatoes are
the shape and size of a Bartlett pear with a beautiful purplishbrick color; the fruit are perfect and smooth with no cracks. The
flavor is absolutely sublime, having all the richness of fine
chocolate. This was our heaviest producer for 2004. The plants
produced loads of fruit all summer
Malakhitovaya Shkatulka: 70 days. The translated name
means "Malachite Box," named after the lovely green boxes
that are made from this mineral that comes from the Ural
mountains and other areas. This early, light-to-olive green,
medium-sized tomato has succulent bright green flesh that is
very flavorful and tasty. Plants are productive even in the
north, as this variety was developed at Svetlana Farm in
Russia, and it has been tested in Siberia!
Marmande: French Heirloom. Produces dependable heavy clusters
of 6-ounce deep red, slightly flattened oblate fruits that are meaty
and lightly lobed. Excellent complex flavor, slightly tart. This
variety does well in the cooler summer conditions of California’s
bay areas. An all-round great tomato for slicing.

	
  
Nebraska Wedding: The “ultimate love apple” according to
Amy Goldman’s colorful story in The Heirloom Tomato.
Nebraskan brides reportedly still receive these seeds as a
wedding gift. Listed in the 1983 SSE Yearbook by Dorothy
Beiswenger of Crookston, Minnesota. Reliable producer of
stunning 4" round fruits with glowing orange skin. Well-balanced flavor.
Plants typically grow less than 36" tall, but benefit from staking.
Determinate
New Girl: First early, great taste.
Fruits avg. 4-6 oz. and are better tasting and more
disease resistant than Early Girl. Holds better than First
Lady II. Widely adapted. Indeterminate

Rosso Sicilian:80 days. Deeply ribbed, intensely red
fruits reach up to 5 ounces. Firm, solid flesh and
somewhat hollow seed cavity make this a star for
stuffing or paste, but the ribbing also gives slices a
scalloped appearance which is lovely on a plate. First
grown in this country by Ann Fuller of Mitchell,
Indiana, who received seed from a Sicilian man in
1987. Richly flavored, just as the Italians like their tomatoes, and
stunningly beautiful!
Sasha’s Altai: An excellent variety from Russia. Sasha's
Altai was selected by Organic Garden Magazine as one of
the 10 best early producing tomatoes in the world.
Sasha's Altai is a hearty tomato plant that produces very
good yields of 4-6 oz., thinned-skinned, bright-red, slightly
flattened, round tomatoes with an award-winning complex
flavor. Fruit sets well in cooler coastal climates .
Sub-Arctic Plenty:49-59 days. Determinate. One of
the very earliest tomatoes; the compact plants
produce lots of 2-oz red fruit. It's one of the best for
cool conditions and will set fruit in temperatures
lower than most. It has even been grown in the
Southern Yukon. Developed by Dr. Harris,
Beaverlodge Research Station, Alberta, Canada.
Stupice:
This potato-leaf heirloom from Czechoslovakia is a coldtolerant tomato that bears an abundance of very sweet,
flavorful 2 to 3-inch, deep red fruit. A 1988 comparative
tasting in the San Francisco area gave it first place for its
wonderful sweet/acid, tomatoey flavor and production.

Valencia: Sunny orange fruits with full tomato flavor.
Round, smooth fruits average 8-10 oz. Their meaty
interiors have few seeds. This midseason tomato is
among the best for flavor and texture. Our own selection
of a Maine family heirloom with a Spanish accent. Sweet,
juicy, well-balanced flavor. Winner of SSE’s 2006
Heirloom Tomato Tasting. Rot resistant. Indeterminate

Sauce (Paste) Tomatoes
Principe Borghese: Determinate 70-75 days The
Italian heirloom that is famous for sun drying. Small
1-2 oz. grape-shaped fruit are very dry and have few
seeds. They have a rich tomato taste that is
wonderful for sauces. Determinate vines yield
clusters of fruit in abundance

standard Roma.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  La Roma III VFFNA Hybrid:One of the very best
'Italian-type' tomatoes known for its outstanding
vigor and uniformity has become even better. Big
yields of 5 to 8 oz. fruit are produced on large,
vigorous plants with excellent disease resistance.
Expect larger fruit and healthier plants than with the
Determinate.
Super San Marzano:Improved variety of San Marzano
tomato. A very productive, 1 x 5-inch, red paste tomato
that has been dehybridized over a period of years. A
great addition to tomato sauces and salsas.

San Marzano Lungo: The large,
cylinidrical fruits of San Marzano
Lungo'
have deep red skins and dry, meaty flesh,
making them superb for cooking, and
unsurpassable for making sauces. This
flavourful plum tomato is early to ripen and

crops well over a long season
San Marzano Redorta. Named for a mountain in the
Alps, this is a very large (10-12 ounce) San Marzano type
plum tomato. This has real tomato flavor and is good to
eat fresh, make sauce, can or dry. Indeterminate. Large,
vigorous plant. 80 days.

Cherry Tomatoes
Black Cherry: Bred in Florida by the late Vince Sapp, the
round fruits are almost black in color. The flavor is dynamic much like an heirloom. High yielding. Indeterminate.

Indigo Cherry Drops has the same striking dark blue
anthocyanin coloration over red flesh. The plant habit is
much improved, from the small semi-determinate of Indigo
Rose to a vigorous indeterminate. Yield and flavor are much
improved, with larger clusters of 1-2 oz. fruit. Developed
using traditional plant breeding techniques. Indeterminate.
Ivory Pear :75-80 days. Cute little 1 oz fruits are ivorycream in color, shaped like little pears. Plants are very
high yielders! Charming when served combined with
Yellow or Red Pear types.
Pink Bumble Bee: Pink, round cherry tomatoes are
striped with yellow and orange.
Excellent sweet flavor. is an alluring combination of light
pinks, yellows and oranges and is great in a mix with the
other Artisan varieties. 20-25 gm. fruits. Indeterminate
Purple Bumble Bee Purple, round cherry tomato with
metallic green striping.Excellent sweet flavor, an eyecatching combination of the dusky purple seen in heirloom
tomatoes with metallic green striping. Great mixed with the
-25 gm. fruits. Indeterminate

Sebastopol: “Originated from an elderly lady from
Sebastopol who grew these for 70 years. Our
TomatoFest organic heirloom tomato seeds produce big,
indeterminate, regular-leaf, vigorous tomato plants that
produce large, 3/4-inch, red cherry tomatoes that are
sweet tasting with a spark of tart flavors. Delicious!
Sebastopol is ll suited for cooler, coastal regions, or short season gardens
and area's with foggy summer climates. A wonderful salad tomato or
snacking tomato. (TomatoFest photo and description)
Sunsugar FT: A hybrid orange cherry tomato with
unbelievably good flavor and productivity. Very sweet, fruitytasting tomatoes are borne in long clusters on vigorous
plants. Many other cherry tomatoes have a tendency to crack,
especially when ripe, but this one has crack resistance bred in
while still keeping a thin skin. The taste of these tomatoes is
such a delight that they're often picked and eaten in the
garden instead of ever making it indoors. Indeterminate. 62 days.
Sunrise Bumble Bee : Yellow, round cherry tomato with
red stripes and pink interior marbling. a gorgeous
combinations of yellows and reds, inside and out. Excellent
sweet and tangy flavor. Great in mixes with the other
Artisan varieties. 20-25 gm. fruits. Indeterminate.

Tommy Toe: 75 days. (Also known as Steakhouse)
Vigorous plants produce hundreds of small, 1-inch
cherries, unfazed by heat and humidity. The flavor is very
good, not exactly sweet but with an old-fashioned, full,
complex flavor. Originated in the Ozarks around 1900, but
also exceedingly popular in Australia—two ostensibly
English-speaking regions where puns, apparently, are
popular as well.
White Cherry:Appealing, pale yellow cherry tomatoes
average 15-20 gm. and have a good, mild taste. Plants are
compact and easy to pick. A good combination with Jasper
(red), Yellow Mini (yellow), Sun Gold (orange), and Black
Cherry (black) in a mixed container. Indeterminate

Yellow Mini Cherry: Excellent sweet juicy flavor. Fruits are
round and average 15-20 gm. Compared with other cherry
tomatoes, Yellow Mini resists the splitting that is caused by
too much rain or inconsistent watering. Indeterminate.

Yellow Pear: 78 days. Very sweet, 1 1/2" yellow, pear-shaped
fruit have a mild flavor, and are great for fresh eating or for
making tomato preserves. Very productive plants are easy to
grow.

Wild Boar Farms Tomato Varieties
Berkeley Tie-Dye Green: Incredibly colorful and
delicious large-fruited slicing variety! Fruits run 8 to 16
ounces. Exterior color is green with stripes in red and
yellow. But the flesh is truly tri-color! Creamy green
flesh infused with various shades of red and yellow.
Each of these colors has a different flavor resulting in a
spicy, sweet, tart tomato with good acid all in one fruit. Discovered in a
planting of Beauty King. Fair to good production. A truly incredible new
open-pollinated variety, and a new favorite of many chefs.
LARGE BARRED BOAR:
Early to mid-early. Like most dark tomatoes, this is one
of my first ripe tomatoes each season. 65-75
days. Indet. regular leaf, grows fairly stocky and not as
tall as most indet. 8-12 oz. flattened
med. beefsteak fruit. Very meaty. Good to very good
production. Good choice for marginal tomato
climates. Pink brown with metallic green stripes. Very meaty pink flesh that
is very flavorful
PINK BERKELEY TIE-DYE:
Beautiful, early, and very sweet rich flavor. 10 out of 10
people liked it better then Cherokee Purple in a farmers
market taste off. Early to mid-early, 65-75
days.Compact indet. regular leaf. 8-12 oz. average. Port
wine colored beefsteak with metallic green stripes.
Excellent sweet, rich dark tomato flavor. Fabulous. Marginal tomato climate
recommended.

